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GAUSS PROJECT is a company specialised in designing 
and manufacturing injection moulds with more than 25 
years of experience. Over the years we have acquired a 
strong know-how through our experienced team and 
highly qualified specialists. 

Headquartered in Barcelona, we have both a factory in 
the province of Barcelona, as in Navarre and in Shenzhen 
(China). All of them are equipped with the latest facilities 
and machinery to develop productive activities, ensuring 
a very high competitiveness.

The relationship with our customers is based on the 
Service, Proximity and Professional Commitment. We 
emphasise the total flexibility we have by providing a 
punctual service from all stages of mould manufacturing; 
according to the needs of the customer, ensuring the best 
quality at all times, the cost and delivery.

Furthermore, our after-sales system provides an effective 
maintenance and rapid assistance, thanks to our facilities 
in Barcelona and Navarre.



Product designing

In any case, the design and development process involves 
a complex set of activities, which vary depending on the 
specific project and by the type of innovation to be made.

The fact we design and manufacture moulds, allows the 
customer-supplier relationship to be very communicative 
on a daily basis, therefore adapting more easily to the 
subsequent modifications or adaptations as well as the 
delivery.

Considering an idea, outline or a physical model, one of the 
first decisions to be taken in an increasingly competitive 
world industry is the high aesthetic requirements. 
When designing a new product thinking about simplifying 
the mould in order to minimise manufacturing costs is 
important.

The design and development effectiveness process depends 
not only on the speed, productivity and quality that is 
carried out on each step of the cycle, but also the number 
of interventions required to achieve the optimum solution.
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We manufacture all types of mould 
parts with sizes up to 10 Tn. Nowadays 
we make large amounts of moulds for 
all industry sectors. The sectors where 
we are particularly active with, are:



Automobile /Bi-Injection Moulds

Home appliance moulds

Technical Moulds

Cap Moulds

Prototypes

Clean room moulds



Project

Monitoring Process

GAUSS PROJECT offers a very closely attention to our customers. In order to know if the results obtained meet the objectives, 
we establish indicators in each manufacturing process to measure their effectiveness and efficiency to our customers. 
Our mould management system allows the customer to follow very closely at any time during the state of their projects, 
following their deadlines as well as checking the appropriate quality controls.

Quality Controls

A

Quality control during production.  
This activity includes:

Dimensional parts report 
Injection parameters report 
Certificates of materials, mould bases, 
heat treatments and accessories

Verification of materials strength 
Periodic project progress report 
Monitoring and digital photography

n essential condition of GAUSS PROJECT quality assurance, is the commitment associated with the controls before, during 
and after our clients’ projects. Our intention is that the requirements of our customers are carried out in an efficient and 
competitive way in order to obtain the final product.

Quality control of finished products.



After-sales

After-sales service is very important for us in order to 
continue to achieve our high quality products. This is 
the final stage of the process that guarantees the next 
level in terms of quality due to customer feedback and 
identifying opportunities for improvement from continuous 
monitoring, for example modifying products and processes 
to ensure the necessarily feedback.

After-sales process is closely linked with all the stages that 
ensure “turnkey” quality from the basis of the ideas of our 
customers.

Manufacturing / Maintenance / Repairs / Modifications / Spare parts

Final Product

It is of vital interest for us that our customers’ final products 
are produced in excellent conditions.

Therefore, from GAUSS PROJECT we are proud of what we 
have achieved:

More than 25 years of experience in the sector 
We manufacture all kinds of parts 
We always seek the best solution 
Monitoring and continuing collaboration with our customers 
Close and Personal attention to our customers
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“Every journey begins with one step”

Barcelona | Navarre | ShenZhen
Mould Manufacturers

www.gaussproject.com

Lliçà de Vall, 08185, BARCELONA
tel. (+34) 651.82.70.81 | (+34) 938.435.770

Headquarter
Xavier Roca Moncada

elias@gaussproject.com

Northern Delegation

Obanos, 31151, NAVARRE
Elias Samper De Carlos

tel. (+34) 626.72.05.22  | (+34) 948.344.008
info@gaussproject.com

Asian Delegation

Guangdong SHENZHEN, 
CHINA

Tongxing Road, Dongguan City,

xavier@gaussproject.com


